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Abstract 

Projectile flight through a yaw card range is investigated with particular 
attention given to the apparent change in the flight coefficients. 
Encounters of the projectile with the yaw cards are treated as impulses, 
resulting in calculated abrupt changes in the yaw modal arms' phases and 
amplitudes. Further approximations are made to describe small perturbing 
encounters and to obtain an expression for the apparent or range value for 
the overturning moment coefficient. For 7.62-mm ammunition, apparent 
flight coefficients are calculated point by point for various yaw card 
spacings and compared with simple approximating expressions. 
Resonance conditions are also investigated, whereby the yawing motion of 
a spin-stabilized projectile can be amplified. These resonance conditions 
force the amplitude ratio for the fast and slow modal arms toward unity 
and the encountering phase angle of the projectile toward a value that 
maximizes the amplification for each encounter. 
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YAW CARD PERTURBATION OF 
PROJECTILE DYNAMICS 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

Spark photography ranges have largely replaced yaw card ranges to obtain projectile flight 

coefficients (Braun 1958; Kittyle, Packard, and Winchenbach 1987). Spark photography 

ranges yield higher measurement accuracy, no interference with the projectile's flight, and 

high quality flow field visualization. Nevertheless, yaw card testing is still used for various 

reasons (Boyer 1963; McCoy 1992); yaw card testing is less expensive, yields results more 

quickly, avoids spark range damage from discarding projectile parts, and permits toxic or 

hazardous materials to be tested in an open air facility rather than the closed environment 
of a spark range. 

The free flight coefficients obtained by spark ranges and yaw card ranges usually differ in 

value by a small but significant amount. This difference is caused by the projectile's phys- 

ical interaction with the yaw card material. Other investigators have attempted to correct 

the yaw card results by either empirical means or methods based on theory (Boyer 1963; 

Hitchcock 1941, 1942, 1953; Karpov 1953). McCoy (1992) recently presented a theoretical 

explanation for the free flight coefficient values observed in a yaw card range. He represents 

these cards as small segments in the projectile's path with different flight coefficients. With 

the assumption of a uniformly spaced array, McCoy (1992) obtains a small additive term to 

the usual pitching moment coefficient value, discussed extensively by McShane, Kelley, and 

Reno (1953). This small additive term depends upon the yaw card spacing and the physical 

properties of the yaw cards. Confirmation of the theory is obtained by reduction of the firing 

data, which shows that the measured overturning moment coefficient depends on the card 

spacings. This functional dependence of the moment coefficient on the card spacing can be 

used to extrapolate the values obtained by a spark range. The extrapolated value of the 

aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient agreed within 2% with the results obtained in an 
aerodynamic spark range (McCoy 1988). 

However, each encounter of the projectile with a yaw card changes the epicyclic motion, 

possibly increasing or decreasing the magnitude of the precessing and nutation arms. The 

phase values for the epicycles will also be changed by the interaction as already determined by 

McCoy (1992). If a uniform spacing is chosen in the stable regime, the phase values fluctuate 

within an envelope. It is a goal of this work to present a theory of yaw card interactions 

that more accurately describes the particular projectile interactions at each card location. 



In this work, interactions with the yaw cards are treated as discrete impulses. The 

corresponding differential equation describing the pitching and yawing motion has added 

terms containing the Dirac delta function (Dennery and Krzywicki 1967). Integration of the 

resulting differential equation through a yaw card yields difference equations whose solution 

gives the change in the phase and amplitude of the usual two mode yawing motion of a free 

flight projectile. Yaw cards spaced uniformly are treated and the conditions for increasing 

yaw amplitude are presented and discussed. 

2.    YAW CARD MOMENTS AND IMPULSES 

The equivalent aerodynamic overturning moment for a projectile passing through card 

material is simply a specialization of the usual aerodynamic definition to the card material: 

in which 

7T 

MMc = jpcd
3V2CMac sin at, (1) 

CMOC — moment overturning coefficient for card material 

pc = density of card material 

d = projectile reference diameter 

V = speed of projectile at impact with card 

at = (a2 + ß2) ä, total angle of attack 

a . =. angle of attack 

ß = angle of side slip. 

The corresponding drag and normal force values are expressed as usual so that the subscript 

c denotes the card material. These equivalent coefficients depend upon the density of the 

material, card thickness, projectile geometry, and so forth. 

When the projectile transits a yaw card, the forces and moments occur for such a short 

time that the event can be treated as an impulse, whose magnitude depends upon the 

thickness of the yaw card, rc. The card overturning moment impulse, imparted by the yaw 

card to the projectile, is MMC multiplied by a characteristic time of interaction, At = rc/V, 

which is 

1MC = jPcdzrcVCMac sin at ■ (2) 



3.    THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF MOTION FOR A PROJEC- 
TILE FIRED THROUGH YAW CARDS 

Equation (1), when used with Newton's second law, is the starting point for developing 

the differential equation of pitching and yawing motion for a spinning, symmetrical projectile. 

With further considerations, such as assuming a linear pitching moment and neglecting 

damping processes, it is obtained that a differential equation involving the independent 

variable of distance in calibers is, in Murphy's notation (1963), 

(" - iP? - Mi = 0, (3) 

in which 

£ sin ß + i sin a, the complex yaw 

P = 
Ixpd 
IyV 

M = Pss 
27, °M° 

h = axial moment of inertia 

h = transverse moment of inertia 

P = axial spin 

P = air density 

S = 7rd2/4, reference area 

CM* = aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient 

For the card material, a nondimensional overturning moment can be defined, similarly 
as for, M when the Equation (3) is developed: 

pcSd3^ 
M< = %^C"°c- (4) 

The corresponding nondimensional impulse for the overturning moment is obtained from 

Equation (2) and the transformation of the accompanying Dirac delta function (Dennery 
and Kryzwicki 1967), as 

pcSd?Tc Jc ~ -~2i—cMac (5) 

For the yaw card range, the yaw card interactions must be added to Equation (3). As 

discussed before, each yaw card transmits an overturning moment to the projectile which 



can be modeled as an impulse located at the position Sj, which is the arclength traveled by 
the projectile, given in calibers. The Dirac delta function (Dennery and Kryzwicki 1967) is 
used with the pitching moment impulse value and the interactions of these yaw cards with 
a projectile are represented by replacing M with M + IcI3?=i^(s — &j)- Equation (3) is 
replaced with, 

|" _ iP? -[M + lc£6(s - 8j)]i = 0. (6) 

The projectile also loses velocity when passing through each yaw card. The defining 
equation for P depends inversely upon the velocity, V, and so P should increase discontin- 
uously by Pc when the projectile transits through a yaw card. The magnitude change upon 
the motion of the projectile can be explored by transforming Equation (6) to a form with 
no first derivative of the function being present (Dennery and Kryzwicki 1967), 

(p2       j Ap       4P    n n \ 

^+~+^j:Ks-sd-M-icj:Ks-si)U=*,      (7) 

in which the derivative of P is integrated across the card to obtain Pc. The value for the 
change in velocity in going through the card is obtained from the drag equation. With P 
varying inversely with the velocity, V, it is obtained that 

p _ PCSTCCDC n 
Pc ~      2m     P (8) 

in which Cpc is the projectile drag coefficient for the card medium and m is the mass of the 
projectile. The ratio of Pc to Xc yields 

Pc        It   pd CDc 

Xc      2md? V CMa 
(9) 

The first two groups on the right-hand side of Equation (9) are both much less than one, 
so that the change in P caused by the projectile transit through the yaw card may be 
neglected. One can also examine the observed phase shift because of the linear deceleration 
of the projectile. The observed phase shift is caused by the actual linear velocity being 
smaller than the expected velocity because of projectile deceleration by the cards. The 
calculated phase shift for a yaw card range in a normal setup configuration is much less than 
the phase shift generated from the pitching moment considerations. The observed phase 
shift from projectile deceleration through the yaw card range will therefore be neglected. 

4.    DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE DIRAC DELTA APPROACH 

The solution of Equation (6) in the interval between the jth card and the jth. + 1 card 
is as given by an extension to Murphy's notation (1963): 



£ = Kij exp (ifaj) exp {i<f>\ s) + K2J exp (ifoj) exp (t$a), (10) 

in which & j and foj are the phase angles after interaction with the jth yaw card but before 

interaction with the jth + 1 yaw card. To conform to standard notation (Murphy 1963), 

j = 0 for projectile travel before the first yaw card is encountered. With no yaw cards, 

the initial phase angles, <j>ifi and fop, would be constant throughout the flight. Likewise, 

K\j and K2J are the fast modal arm and slow modal arm amplitudes, respectively, after 

interaction with the jth yaw card but before interaction with the jth + 1 yaw card. 

Now define 

£ij   =   Kijexp(i<l>ij), (11) 

^2j   s   K2jexp(i(f>2j). (12) 

With the above definitions, Equation (10) becomes 

i=Kij exp (i<f>\ s) + JC2J exp (i<f>'2s). (13) 

Equation (6) can be integrated across the jth card to obtain 

£(**+)   =   £(*i-), (14) 

*W)-?(«;-)   =   2c£(Sj). (15) 

The negative sign denotes the side that the projectile approaches and the plus sign denotes 

the side that the projectile leaves. Equation (13) and its derivative with respect to s can be 

substituted into the above difference equations for the jth + 1 card and solved for fCkj+i in 
terms of JCktj, in which k = 1,2: 

iXc iX 
£ij+i   =   Kij ~ fl^*'1'» ~ <f>' -V ^ajexpHWx - <j>'2)sm], (16) 

iX ix 
ICtj+i   =   fC2J + ^ _C^^2j + ^-f^-JwjexpfrX^ - <t>'2)sj+1]. (17) 

We define that 

4>\-<t>'2 
(18) 

so that 

Sj   =   (0i - $)«,-, (ig) 

£ij+i   =   Zij-ipICij-ißfC^expi-iSj+i), (20) 

^2j+i   =   /C2j + t>/C2j + t>X:ijexp(i5i+i). (21) 



The last terms in Equations (20) and (21) contribute a phase addition that can be any sign 

depending on the spacing between the cards. However, the second terms in the equations 

show that the phase of the fast arm JCij+i is systematically delayed proportional to the 

magnitude of the perturbation, //, whereas the phase of the slow arm, /C2J+1, is advanced 

proportional to the perturbation, ft. Essentially, the amount of perturbation given the 

epicyclic trajectories depends on the impulse moment divided by the gyroscopic stability 

of the projectile as given by the value of <t>\ — <f/2. Henceforth, /i will be called the impact 

stability parameter. 

The square of the moduli of ICij+i and tC2,j+i can be immediately obtained from Equa- 

tions (20) and (21). 

( 

2 

f^A     =   i-2/i^8in(5i+1+ #,•) + 

A*2[l + (^i)2 + 2^ cos(Sj+1 + fc)], (22) 

'^±i)2   =   i-2/x^sin(5i+1 + ^) + 

P2[l + i^-f + 2^-cos(Sj+l + fa], (23) 
K2,j &2,j 

in which 

ij = <Pld - <hj. (24) 

The card-induced phase angle change can be found from 

AC^X1J+1 - ICutClj^   =   2iKhjK1J+1 sin(^1J+1 - &,,■), (25) 

fC2J)C2j+i - K2jK2J+1   =   2iK2jK2j+isiii(4>2j+i - fcj), (26) 

in which the complex conjugate of the quantity is designated by the superposed asterisk. 

Performing the algebraic operations, the explicit expression for the sine of the angle change 

is 

-n\Ku + K2,j cos(5j+i + <j>j] 

fi[K2j + Kij cos(Sj+i + fa)] 

.  f. ,    . -R^U 1- "2,j cosy j,--n -r y>j\ ,97x 
i\\ • • • 

Sin(02J+i - 02j)    =      jz • (to) 

The encounter of the projectile will result in the delay of the fast arm phase while 

advancing the slow arm phase. No approximations involving the magnitude of perturbations 

have so far been made. 



5.    SOLUTION FOR SMALL PERTURBATIONS 

Yaw cards are usually designed to minimize impulsive interactions with projectiles in 

order to obtain the best flight coefficient data possible. The yaw cards are usually placed 

in groups of equal distance intervals and close enough together to obtain detailed data for 

analysis. For an individual encounter with most yaw cards, the expressions for the moduli of 

the arms can be approximated in series form when nKij/Kij « 1 and ßKij/^j « 1: 

*Li±I   «   i_^sin(5.+1 + ^.) + ^[1 + ^icos(5.+1+^.)]2? (29) 

*2*±i « i_*ksin(5.+1+ (£.) + |:[1 + *kcos(s   +^.)]2.       (30) 

The two modal arms can systematically grow with certain values of card spacing, the rate of 

growth depending upon the magnitudes of // and Kij/K2j. The behavior of the amplitude 

values for the modal vectors of a projectile transiting a series of equally spaced cards is not 
obvious from examining the equations. 

Taking a series solution in terms of the angle differences of the sine functions for Equa- 
tions (27) and (28), it is obtained that 

K 
4>i,j+i ~ 4>i,j   «   -A«[l + Tr!icos(5i+i + ^)]- 

^^L[l + *M c0S(Si+1 - <y sin(Si+1 + <^), (31) 

K 
4>2,j+i - <f>2,j   «   /i[l + -rr1 cos(Sj+1 - 4>j)) + 

K2,j 

^IF1^ + IT- co<sHi + h)] MSj+i + h)- (32) 

The approximation will be sufficient for most yaw cards considered. For instance, /x for the 
problem that will addressed in this report is approximately 0.1. 

When the yaw cards are read, enough information may be available to obtain acceptable 

data in spite of the noise generated by the trigonometric terms. If the noise can be effectively 

averaged, then Equations (31) and (32) become, with the defining Equation (18), 

^'+1 * ^"^FS (33) 

<hj+i * foj + irhr- (34) 

Now suppose that the yaw cards are spaced apart a distance, dc/d, in dimensions of 

calibers. Then, when the yaw cards are measured, the apparent values for the phase angular 



rates, 4>'uR\ and 02(A)' 
with the relationship, Jc = McTc/d, being used is expressed as, 

MCTC 

<t>2(R)    =    02 + 

(01"02K 
Mcrc 

(0i - &K 
Now in terms of 4>\ and 02, i* is shown (Murphy 1963) that 

<t>\  =  i(P + VP2 - 4M), 

02   =   i(P - VP2 - 4M). 

Thus, 

4>\-<j>'2   =   \/P2 - 4M, 
./ ±i 010 M. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

So substituting Equations (37), (38), and (39) into Equations (35) and (36), the following 

equations are obtained: 

0'j 

02 

1(J0   =   \P+\VP*-4M 

•2(R)   =   \P - \JP% ~ 4M 

1- 

1- 

2Mcrc 

(P2-4MK 

2Mcrc 

(P2 - 4M)dc. 

(41) 

(42) 

By multiplying the expressions for the fast arm rate and the slow arm rate together, it 

is obtained that the apparent value of M, M(#), is to the same level of approximation made 

in Equations (33) and (34): 

01(A) 02(H)    =    M(R), 

=   M + 
MCTC 

dc 

From Equations (3) and (4), 

in which 

^Ma(R) — CMO + DcCMac, 

Dc = 
pdc 

The apparent values of the angular velocities from the range would become 

AW   =   5P+^P2-4[M + (Mcrc)/rfc], 

<#>(*)   =   ip-yP2-4[M + (Mcrc)/dc]. 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 



Equation (44) shows that the pitching moment data obtained from a yaw card range differ 

from spark range data, depending upon the density index and the card-pitching moment 

coefficient. The correction can be obtained from yaw card ranges by obtaining data with 

different values of Dc. The pitching moment coefficients obtained in a yaw card range, when 

plotted versus the density index, can be extrapolated back to the value for Dc = 0 to obtain 

the expected spark range value. The slope of the line is the card-pitching moment, CMac- 

McCoy (1993) obtained these card-pitching moment coefficients for a few projectiles, and 

when extrapolated back to Dc = 0, the values differed from the spark range values by less 
than 2%. 

McCoy also extended the above formulation to stability analysis. He assumed that the 

above analysis could be extended to the criteria for gyroscopic stability for a statically 
unstable projectile, which then becomes 

p2 

Sg ~ 4(M + Mcrc/dc) 
> L W 

According to Equation (48), the projectile will exhibit instability when the denominator 

becomes larger than the numerator, which will occur with a sufficiently dense yaw card 

array. The flight through such an unstable configuration will be calculated with the Dirac 
delta model. 

6.    DETAILED INTERACTIONS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERI- 
MENT (7.62-mm RIFLE) 

With the Dirac delta approach, the fluctuation and possible growth of the modal arms 

and phase angles can be computed in detail. The general equations can be coded and an 

iterative procedure used to calculate the modal arm amplitudes and phase changes caused by 

interaction with the yaw cards. In these calculations, no small perturbation simplifications 

are used. The projectile physical properties and flight coefficient parameters used for the 

30-caliber test results of Hitchcock (1942) and the spark range tests of McCoy (1988) for the 

7.62-mm projectile, together with the card-pitching moment coefficient calculated by McCoy 
(1992), are used. These parameters are 

m = 0.0112 kg. 

d = 7.82-10"3m, 

Ix = 0.72 g-cm2, 

Iy = 6.86 g-cm2, 

0.18rad/cal, 
pd 

V 



p = 1.25 kg/m3, 

Pc     = 1041 kg/m3, 

Tc    = 1.65-10-4m, 

CMB   = 2.39, 

CMac     = 3.8, 

These values were used to calculate what one might measure if a yaw card range were 

placed with equal spacing. Values for these calculated angular rates for the fast modal arm 

are shown in Figure 1. The yaw vectors are assumed to have equal magnitudes, a condition 

that is usually approximately satisfied for distances short enough that the yaw damping is 

negligible. For the earlier projectile-card interactions, the fluctuations are large compared 

to the later interactions, but the total fluctuations are less than 1% of the average value, 

which indicates that such a large number of cards might not be needed in an actual yaw card 

range. These calculated values are referenced to the first yaw card position. The distance 

between each calculated point is the card spacing in calibers and is equivalent to a sparse 

card spacing (Dc = 0.061) used by Hitchcock (1942). The earlier points calculated are not 

shown since, if plotted, the vertical scale showing the present plotted points would have to 

be greatly compressed. The observed fluctuations in the first part of the range are large 

compared to the fluctuations for the later points, as would be expected. 

16.68 

16.67F 7.62-mm Rifle 

16.66 

16.65 

16.64 

16.63 

.o 
15 o 

■o 
E 
E 
E 16.62 

"®"   16.611 

^1,0 ' ^2,0 = ' 

u = 0.099 

1000       2000       3000       4000       5000 
S - S-j (calibers) 

Figure 1. Calculated Range Values for the Fast Arm Velocity with Sparse Spacing. 

The angular rate for the slow modal arm is shown in Figure 2. Again, the earlier cal- 

culated points are not shown. The off-scale points calculated are a consequence of starting 

10 



with the values <£ii0, <h,o, and Sa being set equal to zero, which yields the maximum value 
for the fluctuation. 

3.3fer 

5   3.34 
(0 o 

3   3.321- 

3.3 

3.28 

3.26- 

7.62-mm Rifle 

K1,0/K2,0=1 

\L = 0.099 

0 1000       2000       3000       4000       5000 

S - S-j (calibers) 

Figure 2. Calculated Range Values for the Slow Arm Velocity with Sparse Spacing. 

The fast and slow arm rates were calculated for a denser yaw card array (Dc = 0.15) 
used by Hitchcock (1942). The fast arm results are shown in Figure 3. 

16.2r 

7.62-mm Rifle 
16.15 

0) 
.Q 

CO 16.1 u 
■^ 

TJ 
S° 16.05 
E 

%■.* 

a. 16 

-G- 
15.95 

K1,0/K2,0=1 

^ 0.099 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 
S - S-| (calibers) 

Figure 3. Calculated Range Values for the Fast Arm Velocity with Dense Spacing. 

The slow arm results are shown in Figure 4. The larger fluctuations occur for the slow 

arm. The results from the preceding figures show expected fluctuations to less than approx- 

imately 2%, which agrees with the accuracy obtained by McCoy (1992). 
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Figure 4. Calculated Range Values for the Slow Arm Velocity with Dense Spacing. 

The results from the prior figures can be compared with the first approximation results 

as given by Equations (46) and (47), which are also the results obtained by McCoy. These 

results are shown in Table 1 together with results obtained when Kifi/K^ = 0.443 and 

Kifl/Kzfl = 2.26. The results obtained by the point-by-point calculations are only rough 

estimates of the modal rates because of the fluctuation magnitude. 

Table 1.    Calculated Range Values for Fast and Slow Arm Velocities (mrad/caliber), 

H = 0.099. 

7.62 Rifle 

0i = 17 mrad / caliber 

02 = 2.942 mrad / caliber 

Sparse 

Dc = 0.061 

Dense 

Dc = 0.15 

<t>'l(R) ^2(fi) 4>'\(R) ^2(Ä) 

Detailed Calculations, /fi,o/Ä2,o = 0.443 16.65 3.29 16.05 3.84 

Detailed Calculations, ATi,o/-K2,o = 1-00 16.66 3.29 16.08 3.86 

Detailed Calculations, Ai,o/-K"2,o = 2.26 16.65 3.34 16.09 4.00 

Approximation Equations (46), (47) 16.65 3.30 16.09 3.85 

The amplitude change of the modal arms can also be examined in the point-by-point 

calculations. Figure 5 shows the net fluctuations around the original fast arm amplitude 

value, Kifi, as the projectile traverses 50 cards instead of the 21 cards used previously. 

12 
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Figure 5. Net Fluctuations of Fast Arm in a Long Sparse Range ( Kifl/K2,o = 0.443 ). 

It appears that the fast arm amplitude values are oscillating about a value that is somewhat 

larger than the original fast arm amplitude. The average amplitude level is determined by the 

initial yaw values for the first projectile-card interaction. The envelope for the fluctuations is 

also well defined and approximates fiK2,o/Ki,o- The nonperturbed phase difference between 

the cards is (<f>[ — (f>'2)dc/d = 4.05. 

Figure 6 shows the fractional change in the slow arm amplitude as the projectile traverses 

the yaw card range. The envelope of the fluctuations is much less than for the fast arm and 

approximates the value //AT^o/^.o- 
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Figure 6. Net Fluctuations of Slow Arm in a Long Sparse Range ( #1,0/^2,0 = 0-443 ). 
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Figure 7 shows the fractional change in the fast arm amplitude as the projectile traverses 

a dense yaw card range. Here, the average level is decreased from the original yaw amplitude 

level. The initial yaw angle for the Oth iteration is 0, but other values of initial yaw angles 
will yield different average yaw values. 

7.62-mm Rifle 

0.02 

2-0.02 

"^   -0.04 

-0.06 

-0.08 

-0.lt 

K1,0/K2,0 = 1 \i =0.099 

1000      2000      3000      40Ö0 "   5000       6000 

s - S-J (calibers) 

Figure 7. Net Fluctuations of Fast Arm in a Long Dense Range ( Kifi/K2fi = 1 ). 

7. CARD PLACEMENT TO INCREASE YAW 

As seen in the prior section, for the distances between the cards used in Hitchcock's tests 

(1942), the magnitude of the yaw arms fluctuates about an average level that is near the 

initial yaw arm magnitude. With the yaw cards placed at selected spacings, the yaw of the 

projectile can be induced to grow or decline rapidly. For instance, to increase yaw at a near 

maximal rate, the cards would be placed so that the argument of the sine, Sj+1 + 4>h for 

Equations (22) and (23) would be (4n + 3)7r/2 in which n is an integer. The distance between 

cards to achieve the maximum amplitude gain for small fi is, using Equations (27) and (28), 

Sj+1 - Sj = 2TT + 2/z. (49) 

With fj, known and the amplitudes of the modal arms being approximately equal, the phase 

change from a card encounter is known and unchanging. The distance between each card 

can then easily be calculated to maximize growth or decay of the modal arm amplitudes 

if the modal arm rates in ambient air are known. Calculations can also be made with the 

projectile entering the yaw card range at less than optimal encounter phases. Figure 8 shows 
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the amplitude gain for projectiles entering the yaw card range with different phase values. 

As before, these are the results with 7.62-mm ammunition and the use of the photographic 
paper referred to earlier. 

•    1.5 
o 

•-,      1 

0.5 

7.62-mm Rifle 

-- 57C/4 

• • 37C/2 

  IK/4 

K1,0/K2,0 = 1 

1000   2000   3000   4000   5000 

s - s1 (calibers) 

Figure 8. Net Growth of Fast Arm in Resonance Range (Kh0/K2fl = 1). 

To achieve a condition for yaw arm amplification, the distance between yaw cards would have 

to be increased by approximately one and one-half times that for the sparse card distribution 

discussed earlier. Figure 8 shows that near maximum amplitude gains can be achieved even 

if the initial phase differs by n/4 from the phase value that yields maximum amplification or 

the best resonance condition. As the projectile traverses the cards, S^+i + 4>j approaches the 

optimal phase value, 2jn + Zir/2. For spin-stabilized projectiles, this particular configuration 

will henceforth be called the yaw amplification with resonance (YAWR) range. 

The approach of the encounter phase values, Sj+i + (j)j, to the values that would give 

maximum amplification with transit through a YAWR range is shown in Figure 9 when 

the initial encountering phase is 7r/4 from the optimum phase value for amplification. This 

behavior extends for all encounter phase values and for the slow modal arm also. The YAWR 

range can be thought not only as amplifying the yaw and pitch but also as a way to lock the 

phase of the projectile as it exits the range. This feature would make it convenient to place 
cameras at specified points to look for certain phenomena. 
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Figure 9. Approach of Encounter Phase to Optimal Value for Modal Arm Amplification in 
YAWR Range. 

Figure 10 shows how the modal arm amplitudes may decline and then start growing in 

a YAWR range when the yaw card is encountered with a phase that is far away from the 

optimum phase for amplification. The projectile encounters the first card at such a phase 

value that the amplitudes diminish after passing through the yaw card. Nevertheless, the 

encounter phase values will approach the optimum phase value for amplitude amplification as 

the projectile transits the YAWR range. The card spacing necessary to achieve amplification 

does not need to be precise. Calculations have been done at a spacing near but not at the 

resonance spacing and almost as much amplification was achieved. 
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Figure 10. Net Growth of Fast Arm in YAWR Range with Initial Encounter Phase Value 
Set to Reduce Amplitudes. 
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The above figures are for the amplitude of the fast modal arm and the slow modal arm 

being equal, but amplitude ratios other than one can occur, especially at longer distances 

from the gun. Figure 11 shows the amplitude increase for the fast modal arm, in which 
Ki,0/K2fi = 0.443. 

>     3 
o 

~T   2 

7.62-mm Rifle 

-- 571/4 
• • 37Ü/2 
  77C/4 

K1,0/K2,0 = 0-443 

1000   2000   3000   4000   5000 

s - s., (calibers) 
Figure 11. Net Growth of Fast Arm in YAWR Range (Klfi/K2,0 = 0.443). 

Again, the curves vary little with the value of the initial encounter phases shown. The fast 

modal arm increases rapidly relative to the growth of the slow modal arm, which is not 

shown. The YAWR range not only pushes the yawing motion toward a common spatial 

phase but also forces the modal arm amplitude ratios toward unity. If the drag coefficient 

for the yaw card material were the same as for air, the velocity degradation suffered by the 

projectiles passing through the yaw cards would be equivalent to passing through less than 

2 meters of air. Although the drag coefficient for the material may be somewhat higher than 

it is for air, the velocity degradation through the range is minimal, while the increase in 

the lengths of the yaw modal arms is large, and the modal arm phases change toward the 

value for maximum increase in the arm amplitudes. The projectile's flight behavior through 

a YAWR range constitutes a remarkable phenomenon that can be used to advantage. 

The yaw may also be increased by placing yaw cards at such small intervals that the 

projectile will fly in an unstable manner. For the 7.62-mm rifle with the photographic paper, 

it is calculated that Sg < 1 in Equation (48) if Dc > 0.62. Figure 12 shows the net growth of 

the fast modal amplitude for the 7.62-mm projectile passing through yaw cards at intervals 
so that Dc = 0.7. 
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Figure 12. Fast Arm Instability Caused by Dense Range (Dc = 0.7). 

For the dense unstable range conditions discussed here, the fast arm amplitude increase per 

encounter is less than for the YAWR range. The exact rate of growth is well predicted by a 

stability analysis that is being developed and will be published shortly. The stability analysis 

can also calculate the growth at points near the resonance condition. 

8.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The change in flight of a projectile caused by interaction with a yaw card is calculated, 

given its modal phase state at impact and a knowledge of the flight coefficients for the 

yaw card material. The impact induces both phase and amplitude changes in the modal 

yaw arms. The magnitude of these changes depends upon a nondimensionalized stability 

parameter. For chosen uniform distances between cards corresponding to stability, there is 

not only a fluctuation in the phase changes, but there exists a systematic decrease in the fast 

arm phase and a systematic gain in the slow arm phase over that observed in flight through 

ambient air. These systematic changes in phase are of the same order of magnitude as the 

fluctuating phase changes when the modal arm ratios are of the same order of magnitude. 

The modal arms also have fluctuation magnitudes depending on the stability parameter 

value. The fluctuations in both the phase and modal arm magnitudes could contribute to 

inaccuracies in measured values of flight coefficients. 

For small values of the stability parameter, approximations to the developed flight per- 

turbation equations can be applied to calculate modal arm rates observed from a yaw card 
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range with equally spaced stations. As McCoy (1992) previously showed, the modal arm 

rates measured in a yaw card range can be used in an extrapolation procedure to obtain 

flight coefficients that agree well with spark range measurements. More specifically, if test- 

ing occurs with some different series of uniform yaw card spacings and the apparent pitching 

moment coefficient is plotted versus the density of the different card spacings, extrapolation 

back to the zero value for the density of card spacings will obtain an approximate spark 

range value for the pitching moment coefficient. 

Card placement to cause instability or increase yaw was also investigated. Instability 

caused by very dense spacing of cards was investigated and tends to confirm the instability 

criterion originally advanced by McCoy (1992). A particular configuration designed for 

maximum yaw growth occurs if the cards are spaced so that one period of the epicycle 

occurs plus a small amount more, depending on the magnitude of the stability parameter. 

Investigations show that the phase value for the first encounter affects the final amplification 

value, but the fundamental growth behavior is the same if enough cards are present. By the 

end of the projectile's traversal through the range, the phase value for the yaw encounters will 

be near the optimum value to obtain maximum growth in the modal arm amplitudes. Even 

though the modal arm amplitudes may be initially unequal, the resultant yawing motion at 

the end of a large range will be locked to a certain phase value by the processing encounters 

and the modal arm amplitude ratios will tend toward unity. It is anticipated that such a 

resonance range could be useful to induce yaw for spin-stabilized projectiles. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

CDC drag coefficient for card material 

CMB aerodynamic moment overturning coefficient 

CMac moment overturning coefficient for card material 

CMQ{R) apparent overturning moment coefficient 

d projectile reference diameter 

dc card spacing (m) 

h axial moment of inertia (kg-m2) 

Iy transverse moment of inertia (kg-m2 

pcS<pTr 

2Iy 
-CMUC, nondimensional overturning impulse for card material 

%MC \Pcd3TcVCMac sinat, card overturning moment impulse 

K\j fast yaw mode magnitude before transit through jth yaw card 

K2,j slow yaw mode magnitude before transit through jth yaw card 

£ij A'1Jexp(^1J) 

£2J K2Jexp(i<f>2j) 

m mass of projectile 

pSd3^ 
M. -T-=—Cji/a, nondimensionalized overturning moment 

., PcSd3„ 
Mc ———CM0C, nondimensionalized overturning moment for card material 
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MMC \pcdzV2CMac sin a*, card material overturning moment 

M(fl) apparent nondimensionalized overturning moment from card range 

p axial spin 

P IIE£ 
IyV 

Pc ——-—-P, value that P decreases with transit through yaw card 
2m 

s arc length along trajectory (calibers) 

S ncP/4, reference area 

Sg gyroscopic stability factor 

Sj (<f>2 — <!>'I)SJ, total phase value to jth card 

V magnitude of velocity 

a angle of attack 

at total angle of attack 

ß angle of side slip 

77 transformed variable of £ 

H ——^—7, impact stability parameter 
01 -02 

p air density 

pc density of card material (kg / m3) 

TC card thickness (m) 
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<f>i,j fast mode phase angle, between j — 1 and jth card 

<h,j slow mode phase angle, between j — I and jth. card 

<t>j <i>\,i ~ <h,j 

<t>'i(ii) measured fast mode angular ratefrom card range 

4>2(R) measured slow mode angular rate from card range 

4>\ fast mode angular rate 

<j>2 slow mode angular rate 

£ sin ß + i sin a, complex yaw 
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